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and hearts of men. The work of Eljja9 would be like a meteorite that flashes across
the sky and disappears leaving little result.

On the other hand if the work of Elisha had been all that it occurred

without the work of Elijah, Elisha could have carried on, could have reached
yk thea few individuals and done a ge-- great work with these few. But/outreach

would not have been of a a fraction of what was possible when the tremendous
the conviction

attention and interest had been aroused and eenveed/of the ttiih- power of

the true God tht resulted from the work of Elijah. Thus the two very different

aspects of the work fit together to form one definite result.

It is a wonderful thing when the-weik ,- the great wok! of i5jih-4-.




a. o 1-1.d to
Lii the great work of Elisha can be done so as to /quite an extent.

Thur, a maximum accomplishment can be made. It is 3till more

hcr: cae i1 i othi -- :'a he work of the two. h
do the

To the great flashing dynamic task that attracts the attention of the multitudes

and affects their hearts and so change their whole attitudes, but then to

follow it up with careful, slow methodical teaching ministry such as Elisha

did grounds them and est:blishes them and makes a work that will last. It is

wonderful when one man can do both types e-wek-himself. It is almost as
when

wonderful/two men, each can does his specialties and the two can as

these two did. It is sad if you get the two men in the wrong order so that
(

each of them , though serving the Lord faithfully, may lead to a comparatively

little result that is lasting. If we can , If everyone of us should try

to do some of the work of Elijah and some of the work of Elisha, if we do

only the work of one, we will not accomplish anything at all, unless the Lord

should marvellous and providentially intervenes by sending someone who is

able to the other at the right time! so as to al with our work.
it is well to

We have to do something of both types and lQU try to develop insight'

and understanding and the ability to do the work of each of them. I think, though,
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